
 
 
 
 

SECRETARY REPORT ASC DECEMBER 13, 2020 
 
 
The meeting was opened at 3:30pm.  Pete, our outgoing chair thanked the body for help and support over this last crazy 
year. The Serenity prayer, 12 Traditions, 12 Concepts for Service and the definition of an ASC were read.  
Roll was called:  32 of 41 groups were present or represented. 
In OPEN FORUM, Pete asked the body to vote on  $1015.88 that Patty needs for the New Years event. Danny wants to 
know how much money we have available before voting on this.  Treasury reported we had $9656 available now. Todays 
bills have been paid. The motion passed. 
Danny, our RCM reported the regional treasurer passed away and alternate treasurer has to figure out whats going on 
with the help of prior treasurers, PR is shut down , the RSO is closed but are still taking phone calls and filling orders. 
They are still waiting on justice regarding the theft. FRCNA is not putting out any flyers and hard copy registrations.  The 
next time Region meets it will be   a FRCNA registration drive, probably in June. The Service Symposiums will be on line 
in March. 
Jeff reported 8 in attendance for H&I.  Monica will be taking over. 
Craig reported the 2 presentations for PR were canceled due to Covid 19.  
Ashley reported 13 calls to the HELPLINE totaling 48 minutes. 
No report from RACK  
Michael reported the WEBSITE had 133 hits per day . Meeting lists miscommunication caused them to not be printed 
but he would take care of that and pass them out when ready. 
Patty is still taking orders for shirts. The New Year celebration will have all kinds of stuff for kids so bring your families. 
Michael reported to new business for Policy. 
Lisa announced 5 new GSR’s oriented.  
Three Home Groups used their reports to inform the body of their group conscience regarding voting measures which 
are recorded here ( Guiding Principles votes for Todd/Herb for Helpline. Saturday Nite Basic Text Voted for Christian K as 
Co-Chair and Women of Spiritual Principles voted Yes to the increase of prudent reserve to $5000. 
A Second roll call revealed 25 voting members present and only 13 are needed to vote on the issues. Unfortunately 
there were no further notes on this committee meeting and no record kept of any further actions.  
 


